
How Tattoos Work 
by Tracy V. Wilson 

Not too long ago, most Americans associated tattoos with sailors, bikers and sideshow artists. But tattoos have become more popular in 

recent years, and the people who get them are as diverse as the styles and designs they choose. And some people who would never think 

of tattooing pictures or symbols onto their bodies use permanent makeup -- a type of tattoo -- to emphasize their eyes and lips. 

In this article, we'll look at how the tattoo process works and examine the safety and legal issues surrounding it. 

Artists create tattoos by injecting ink into a person's skin. To do this, they use an electrically powered tattoo machine that resembles (and 

sounds like) a dental drill. The machine moves a solid needle up and down to puncture the skin between 50 and 3,000 times per minute. The 

needle penetrates the skin by about a millimeter and deposits a drop of insoluble ink into the skin with each puncture. 

The tattoo machine has remained relatively unchanged since its invention by Samuel O'Reilly in the late 1800s. O'Reilly based his design on 

the autographic printer, an engraving machine invented by Thomas Edison. Edison created the printer to engrave hard surfaces. O'Reilly 

modified Edison's machine by changing the tube system and modifying its rotary-driven electromagneticoscillating unit to enable the 

machine to drive the needle. 

Modern tattoo machines have several basic components: 

 A sterilized needle 

 A tube system, which draws the ink through the machine 

 An electric motor 

 A foot pedal, like those used on sewing machines, which controls the vertical movement of the needle. 

 When you look at a person's tattoo, you're seeing the ink through theepidermis, or the outer layer of skin. The ink is actually in 

the dermis, which is the second layer of the skin. The cells of the dermis are far more stable than the cells of the epidermis, so the 

tattoo's ink will stay in place, with minor fading and dispersion, for a person's entire life. 

 Next, we'll look at how artists actually create tattoos, from preparation to finishing touches. 
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Creating a Tattoo: Sterilization & Prep Work 

 
An autoclave sterilizes tattoo equipment before each use. 

A tattoo machine creates a puncture wound every time it injects a drop of ink into the skin. Since any puncture wound has the potential for 

infection and disease transmission, much of the application process focuses on safety. Tattoo artists use sterilization, disposable materials 

and hand sanitation to protect themselves and their clients. 

To eliminate the possibility of contamination, most tattoo materials, including inks, ink cups, gloves and needles, are single use. Many single-

use items arrive in sterile packaging, which the artist opens in front of the customer just before beginning work. 

Time and Money 
A small tattoo -- under one inch -- should cost 
from $50 to $100. Custom tattoos and larger 
designs are more expensive, and elaborate 
pieces can require multiple sessions. Prices for 
elaborate designs are whatever the market will 
bear, according to tattoo artists. 

Reusable materials, such as the needle bar and tube, are sterilized before every use. The only acceptable sterilization method is 

an autoclave -- a heat/steam/pressure unit often used in hospitals. Most units run a 55-minute cycle from a cold start, and they kill every 

organism on the equipment. To do this, an autoclave uses time, temperature and pressure in one of two combinations: 
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 A temperature of 250° F (121° C) under 10 pounds of pressure for 30 minutes 

 A temperature of 270° F (132° C) under 15 pounds of pressure for 15 minutes 

Prior to sterilizing the equipment, the artist cleans each item and places it in a special pouch. An indicator strip on the pouch changes color 

when the items inside are sterile. 

Early Tools 
Early tattooing methods used picks, rakes, 
combs and chisels to cut or puncture the skin 
before adding pigment. Some Arctic and Sub-
arctic tribes created tattoos by pulling a thread 
coated with soot thorough the skin. 

Before working on customers, tattoo artists wash and inspect their hands for cuts and abrasions. Then, they should do the following: 

 Disinfect the work area with an EPA-approvedviricide. 

 Place plastic bags on spray bottles to prevent cross-contamination. 

 Explain the sterilization process to the client. 

 Remove all equipment from sterile packaging in front of the client. 

 Shave and disinfect (with a mixture of water and antiseptic soap) the area to be tattooed. 

Now, let's look at how the artist creates the tattoo. 

Creating a Tattoo: Outline, Shading and Color 

A Difference of Opinion 
Some Americans with tattoos say they feel 
sexier (34%) and more attractive (26%). Many 
who don't have tattoos, however, think people 
who do have them are less attractive (42%), 
more rebellious (57%) and less intelligent (31%). 
[Source: Harris Interactive] 

Clients work with artists to create custom tattoo designs, or they chose images from flash, which are tattoo designs displayed in the shop. 

The artist draws or stencils the design onto the person's skin, since the skin can stretch while the artist uses the tattoo machine. The artist 

must also know how deeply the needles need to pierce the skin throughout the process. Punctures that are too deep cause excessive pain 

and bleeding, and ones that are too shallow cause uneven lines. 

 
The tattoo artist fills in a tattoo using a thicker needle. See theneedle in action. 

The tattoo itself involves several steps: 

 Outlining, or black work: Using a single-tipped needle and a thin ink, the artist creates a permanent line over the stencil. Most 

start at the bottom of the right side and work up (leftiesgenerally start on the left side) so they don't smear the stencil when 

cleaning excess ink from the permanent line. 

 Shading: After cleaning the area with soap and water, the artist uses a thicker ink and a variety of needles to create an even, 

solid line. Improper technique during this step can cause shadowed lines, excessive pain and delayed healing. 

How much does it hurt? 
People describe the sensation of getting a tattoo 
as similar to bee stings, sunburn or being 
pinched. Some say they experience a slight 
tickling or "pins and needles." Individual pain 
tolerance, the size and type of tattoo, and the 
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skill of the artist all contribute to the amount of 
pain. Location also makes a difference -- skin 
that rests right over a bone is more sensitive. 

 Color: The artist cleans the tattoo and then overlaps each line of color to ensure solid, even hues with no holidays -- uneven 

areas where color has lifted out during healing or where the artist missed a section of skin. 

 Final cleaning and bandaging: After using a disposable towel to remove any blood and plasma, the artist covers the tattoo 

with a sterile bandage. Some bleeding always occurs during tattooing, but most stops within a few minutes. 

Health Risks 

Extreme Tattoos 
Some people choose to use their entire body as 
a canvas. Others use tattoos and surgeries to 
shift their appearance from human to animal. 
One example is Stalking Cat Dennis Avner. 

Since tattoos involve needles and blood, they carry several risks. These include transmission of diseases like hepatitis, tuberculosis and 

possibly HIV. When tattoo artists follow all the correct sterilization and sanitation procedures, risks for disease transmission are relatively 

low. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there has not been a documented case of HIV transmission from a 

tattoo. However, doctors warn that non-sterile tattooing practices can lead to the transmission of syphilis, hepatitis B and other infectious 

organisms. 

Infections can occur in new tattoos, especially without appropriate aftercare. Some people also experience allergicreactions to tattoo inks. 

Although the pigments used may have U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for other purposes, the FDA does not regulate 

tattoo inks. Finally, some people experience pain or burning duringmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations because of metallic 

pigments. Some doctors have also reported interference and distorted MRI images from permanent makeup pigments. 

In addition, most states place restrictions on whether people who have tattoos can donate blood. Because of the danger of hepatitis, 

the American Red Cross will not accept blood from someone who has been tattooed in the past year unless the tattoo parlor is state-

regulated. Most states do not regulate tattoo parlors. [Source: American Red Cross] 

Tattoo professionals use rules known as universal precautions to prevent the spread of illnesses during tattooing. These precautions are 

part of the Bloodborne Pathogens Rule issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The same rules apply to hospitals and 

doctors' offices. The CDC is a good resource for information about universal precautions. 

 
Precautions for tattoo parlors include glove use, sterilization and covering bottles and tools. 

Other precautions specific to tattooing include: 

 Checking gloves for pinhole tears during tattooing, since petroleum-based ointment erodes latex 

 Pouring ink in advance, using clean tissue to open ink bottles during tattooing and preventing nozzles from touching 

contaminated surfaces 

 Patting tubes dry after rinsing during color changes -- never blowing excess water from them 

 Spraying liquid soap into a tissue, not directly onto bleeding area, since blood can become airborne when the spray hits it 

 Giving pens used for drawing on the skin, which should be medical grade and sterile, to the client 

Tattoo History 
The word tattoo comes from the Tahitian 

wordtattau, which means "to mark," and was 

first mentioned in explorer James Cook's 

records from his 1769 expedition to the South 

Pacific. 

Tattoos were also found on Egyptian and 

Nubian mummies that date back to about 2000 

B.C.  
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Tattoo artists must also take special safety measures regarding their hands. Gloves help prevent disease transmission from bodily fluids, but 

bacteria thrive in the warm, damp environment they create. This means that artists must: 

 Wash hands thoroughly and often 

 Inspect hands for cuts or sores and cover them with bandages 

 Remove hangnails and keep nails short to prevent punctures to gloves 

 Refrain from tattooing when experiencing lesions, dermatitis or allergic reactions 

Laws require minors to have a parent's permission to get a tattoo. So, some adolescents get tattoos from friends or amateurs, who use 

makeshift tools like pens and paper clips with little if any sanitary precautions. This is extremely dangerous, since proper equipment and 

sanitary measures protect people from disease and infection. 

Finding a Tattoo Parlor 

 
Reputable tattoo parlors are clean and organized. 

Other than the use of universal precautions and laws requiring minors to have parental permission, few regulations cover tattooing. 

Licensing usually involves completing a health department course on infectious disease transmission and passing an exam, but no 

governing body inspects tattoo businesses. Laws allow anyone to buy a machine, get a license and start tattooing whether or not they have 

any artistic ability -- a situation that professional tattoo artists object to -- so it's a good idea to do your homework before rolling up your 

sleeve. 

Here are some basic steps for choosing a safe tattoo parlor: 

 Look around to see if the studio is clean and professional. 

 Ask questions: Is there an autoclave? Are the needles and other materials single-use? Are EPA-approved disinfectants used? 

Do the tattoo artists wear gloves? Professional artists won't mind the questions. 

 Watch the artist and pay attention to health and safety precautions. 

 Watch the artist open all needles before beginning work. 

 Ask about the staff's professional memberships. These are not required, but artists who participate may have the most current 

information about trends, innovations and safety issues. 

Next, we'll explain how to properly care for your new tattoo. 

Caring for a New Tattoo 

A Good Idea at the Time 
About 17% of tattooed Americans regret their 
tattoos, frequently because they include a 
person's name. Sound familiar? Learn how you 
can erase -- or at least lighten -- a mistake 
inHow Tattoo Removal Works. [Source: Harris 
Interactive] 

Taking care of a new tattoo can prevent health problems and protect the quality of the image. Most artists give clients a pamphlet that 

explains all the necessary procedures. Customers generally receive instructions to: 

 Remove the bandage one to two hours after completion. 

 Wash gently with cool or lukewarm water, using a mild antibacterial soap. 

 Pat dry. (Don't rub!) 

 Apply very thin coats of antibacterial ointment and work into the skin. Too much ointment can pull color out of the tattoo. 

 Avoid soaking the tattoo in water or letting the shower pound directly on it. 

 Avoid the sun, sea and swimming pool until healed. 
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 Refrain from picking at scabs. They will fall off as the tattoo heals, usually in one to three weeks. 

 Use ice packs if swelling or redness occurs. 

 Call a doctor if you have even the slightest signs of infection. 

For more information about tattoos and related topics, check out the links on the following page. 

Lots More Information 

Related HowStuffWorks Articles 

 How Tattoo Removal Works 

 Tattoo Quiz 

 Tattoo Removal Quiz 

 How Aspirin Works 

 How Blood Works 

 Skin Wrinkles and Blemishes In-Depth 

 How Mummies Work 

 How Urban Legends Work 

 When you have an itch, what is happening under your skin? 

More Great Links 

 "LA Ink" 

 The Tattoo Museum 

 Alliance of Professional Tattooists 

 Medline Plus National Library of Medicine: Piercing and tattoos 

 Tattoo Archive 

 University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology: Tattooing 

Sources 

 FDA/CFSAN: Tattoos and Permanent Make-Up 

http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/~dms/cos-204.html 

 Tattoo knowledge base 

http://www.tattooinfo.net/Scripts/default.asp 

 Mayo Clinic: Tattoos and Piercings 

http://www.mayoclinic.com/invoke.cfm?id=MC00020 

 Samoa: Tattoos 

http://www.samoa.co.uk/tattoos.html 

 U.S. Centers for Disease Control: CDC's Position on Tattooing and HCV Infection 

http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/diseases/hepatitis/c/tattoo.htm 

 The Vault: Tat Tactics: What Companies think of Your Tattoos 

http://www.thevault.com/nr/main_article_detail.jsp?article_id=5326114&ht_type=5 

 Scripps Howard News Service: A Marked Divide 

http://www.shns.com/shns/g_index2.cfm?action=detail&pk=TATTOO-POLL-07-22-03 
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How Tattoo Removal Works 
So you didn't believe your Mom when she said you'd regret getting that tattoo -- the multicolored, fire-breathing dragon that starts at the 

small of your back, reaches up to your shoulder blades and wraps its orange flames around your biceps. Now, a mere seven years later, you 

have a shot at a terrific job in banking, still one of the more conservative businesses around, and you are concerned that your symbol of 

youthful self-expression could create problems in your new career. 

Well, you're not alone. Tattoos have become part of American mainstream culture over the past couple of decades. Some estimate that 

more than 10 million Americans have at least one tattoo, and there are about 4,000 tattoo studios now in business in the United States 

(Read about the history of tattoos in How Tattoos Work). One busy physician who specializes in tattoo removal -- he's removed tattoos from 

some of the most famous tattoo artists -- estimates that about 50 percent of those who get tattoos later regret them. For years, these people 

had little recourse, and existing removal techniques were invasive (requiring surgery) and painful. But that's changing. 

Learn More 

 Tattoo Quiz 

 Are tattoos bad for my skin? 

 Curiosity Project: What role 

does regret play in decision 

making? 

 

For more information about tattoos, read Tattoos: Fast Facts. 
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In this article, we'll examine how new laser tattoo removal techniques are helping people of all ages rid themselves of something that, for a 

variety of reasons, they no longer want on their bodies. (Falling out of love and wanting a no-longer-special person's name removed is the 

most popular reason cited, experts say!)< 

What is a Tattoo? 

Let's quickly remind ourselves exactly what a tattoo is: A tattoo is a permanent mark or design made on the body when pigment is inserted 

into the dermal layer of the skin through ruptures in the skin's top layer. (This is explained in detail in How Tattoos Work.) 

 
 

Modern-day tattoos are applied by using an electric tattoo machine with needles that rapidly puncture the skin with an up and down motion 

not unlike that of a sewing machine. 

 

Can All Tattoos Be Removed? 

Most dermatologic surgeons caution that complete tattoo removal is not possible. Tattoos are meant to be permanent, so removing them 

is difficult. Few surgeons guarantee complete removal. Having said that, there are several methods of tattoo removal which have proven 

effective. The degree of remaining color variations or blemishes depends upon several factors, including size, location, the individual's ability 

to heal, how the tattoo was applied and how long it has been in place. For example, a tattoo applied by a more experienced artist may be 

easier to remove since the pigment was evenly injected in the same level of the skin. New tattoos may also be more difficult to remove than 

old ones. 

Doctors say they can't predict the exact degree of removal because they generally don't know which of the 100 tattoo inks available today 

were used. (The U.S. Food and Drug Administration currently lists tattoo pigments as "color additives," which are intended only for 

application to the top layer of the skin.) Consult with a removal specialist -- be sure to take a list of questions along. 

What Methods Are Used for Tattoo Removal? 

Before lasers became popular for tattoo removal starting in the late 1980s, removal involved the use of one or more of these often-painful, 

often scar-inducing surgeries: 

 Dermabrasion, where skin is "sanded" to remove the surface and middle layers; 
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 Cryosurgery, where the area is frozen prior to its removal; 

 
 Excision, where the dermatologic surgeon removes the tattoo with a scalpel and closes the wound with stitches (In some cases 

involving large tattoos, a skin graft from another part of the body may be necessary.). 

 
Although the procedures above are still used in certain cases today, lasers (Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of 

Radiation) have become the standard treatment for tattoo removal because they offer a bloodless, low risk, effective alternative with 

minimal side effects. Each procedure is done on an outpatient basis in a single or series of visits. Patients may or may not require topical or 

local anesthesia. 

As early as the 1960s, lasers had been developed for industrial uses. When researchers developed lasers that emitted wavelengths of light 

in short flashes called pulses, medical use became viable. These lasers can effectively remove tattoos with a low risk of scarring, according 

to the American Academy of Dermatology . The type of laser used to remove a tattoo depends on the tattoo's pigment colors. (Yellow and 

green are the hardest colors to remove; blue and black are the easiest.)The three lasers developed specifically for use in tattoo removal use 

a technique known as Q-switching, which refers to the laser's short, high-energy pulses: 

 the Q-switched Ruby, 

 the Q-switched Alexandrite, 

 the Q-switched Nd: YAG, the newest system in this class of lasers and particularly advanced in the removal of red, blue and 

black inks 

 How Do Lasers Remove Tattoos? 
 Lasers work by producing short pulses of intense light that pass harmlessly through the top layers of the skin to be selectively 

absorbed by the tattoo pigment. This laser energy causes the tattoo pigment to fragment into smaller particles that are then 

removed by the body's immune system. Researchers have determined which wavelengths of light to use and how to deliver the 

laser's output to best remove tattoo ink. (If you're wondering if the laser might also remove normal skin pigment, don't worry. The 

laser selectively targets the pigment of the tattoo without damaging the surrounding skin.) 
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Does Tattoo Removal Hurt and What Can I Expect? 

The unfortunate thing about tattoos is that both getting them and having them taken off can be uncomfortable. The impact of the energy from 

the laser's powerful pulse of light has been described as similar to getting hot specks of bacon grease on your skin or being snapped by a 

thin rubber band. (Compare these descriptions to those of how it feels to get a tattoo in How Tattoos Work.) Because black pigment absorbs 

all laser wavelengths, it's the easiest to remove. Other colors, such as green, selectively absorb laser light and can only be treated by 

selected lasers based on the pigment color. 

In preparation for a laser procedure, doctors recommend that non-aspirin products, like Tylenol, be used for minor aches and pains prior to 

the procedure, because aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents such as Ibuprofen can produce pronounced bruising after 

treatment. 

Further pre-treatment steps might include the application of a prescription anesthetic cream two hours before the laser session. It is wiped 

off just before laser surgery begins. (Some patients say they don't need this. Others prefer to have a local anesthetic injected into the tattoo 

prior to laser therapy. Pinpoint bleeding is sometimes associated with the procedure.) Then pulses of light from the laser are directed onto 

the tattoo, breaking up the pigment. Over the next few weeks, the body's scavenger cells remove pigment residues. 

More than one treatment, which actually only takes minutes, is usually needed to remove an entire tattoo -- the number of sessions depends 

on the amount and type of ink used and how deeply it was injected. Three-week intervals between sessions are required to allow pigment 

residue to be absorbed by the body. 

Following treatment, the doctor will apply an antibacterial ointment and dressing to the area, which should be kept clean with continued 

application of ointment as directed by your doctor. A shower or bath the day after treatment is okay, but the treatment area should not be 

scrubbed. Your skin might feel slightly sunburned for a couple of days and the treated area may remain red for a few weeks. The site might 

also form a scab, which should be handled gently. After healing, the site will gradually and continually fade. 

Side effects of laser procedures are generally few but may include hyperpigmentation, or an abundance of color in the skin at the treatment 

site, and hypopigmentation, where the treated area lacks normal skin color. Other possible side effects include infection of the site, lack of 

complete pigment removal and a 5 percent chance of permanent scarring. 

How Much Does It Cost to Remove a Tattoo? 

Something to think about BEFORE you get that tattoo is the fact that having a tattoo removed is much more expensive than having one put 

on. Laser tattoo removal can range from several hundred dollars up into the thousands of dollars, depending upon the size, type and location 

of the tattoo and the number of visits required. More bad news is that medical insurance generally doesn't pay for tattoo removal, since it is 

considered aesthetic or cosmetic in nature. (Traumatic tattoos, which result from accidents or injury, are a different matter.) 

Because this is a medical procedure, make sure to see a dermatologic surgeon who specializes in tattoo removal. Check with the American 

Society for Laser Medicine & Surgery or the American Society of Dermatologic Surgeons for a referral or ask your own doctor for the name 

of a specialist in your area. (Some tattoo parlors also provide tattoo removal services. Before you sign on, make sure the person doing the 

removal is a medical doctor who specializes in laser surgery! Tattoo removal, like tattoo application, carries with it the risk of infection and 

must be handled with extreme care.) 

If you're a young person trying to escape gang life and you don't have the money to get those tell-tale tattoos removed, your tattoo doesn't 

have to last forever. Check this out: Some generous doctors, hospitals and local governments and civic groups around the nation are 

offering free tattoo removal to give teens like you a new chance at life. These links discuss several of these efforts: 

 Gang Tattoo Removal 

 Tattoo Removal Program 

 Tattoo Removal Assistance 

Lots More Information 

Related HowStuffWorks Articles 

 How Tattoos Work  

 How Sunburn and Sun Tans Work 

 How Blood Works 

 How Aspirin Works 

 Quiz Corner: Tattoo Quiz 
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 Tattoo Removal Quiz 

More Great Links 

 The American Academy of Dermatology 

 The American Society for Laser Medicine & Surgery Inc. 

 The American Society for Dermatologic Surgery 

 Gang Tattoo Removal 

 Tattoo Removal Program 
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http://www.vanishingtattoo.com/tattoo_facts.htm 

TATTOO FACTS & STATISTICS 

Tattoo Facts & Statistics has been compiled and updated since 1999 and 
contains the best available data on the prevalence and occurrence of tattooing 
and basic information about tattoo culture. This information is shared on our 
web site as a public service and as a resource for those interested in tattoo 
culture and its study and research. Please feel free to use this information, but 
also please acknowledge your source, www.vanishingtattoo.com 

Emerging from their often unsavoury reputation of the recent past, tattoos have gained increasing prominence in the 
past decade. Life magazine estimated in 1936 that 10 million Americans, or approximately 6% of the population had 
at least one tattoo. Harris Polls, done in 2003 and 2008, shows those numbers at an estimated 16% (2003) and 
14% (2008) of Americans now have one or more tattoos. For a complete breakdown of the Harris Poll numbers and 
trends, see below. 

Thirty-six percent of those ages 18 to 25, and 40 percent of those ages 26 to 40, have at least one tattoo, according 
to a fall 2006 survey by the Pew Research Center. (see pdf of tattoo poll numbers) 

The National Geographic News stated in April 2000 that 15% of Americans were tattooed (or approximately 40 
million people!) 

Esquire Magazine estimated in March 2002 that 1 in 8 Americans was tattooed. 

The Harris Poll done in 2003, estimated that fully 36% of those aged 25-29 had one or more tattoos. Another Harris 
Poll done in 2008 showed that same age group had dropped to 32% with one or more tattoos. 

According to the American Society of Dermatological Surgery, they stated in 2005, that of all the people they 
treat with laser and light therapy, only only 6% are getting a tattoo removed. 

A 2006 a study done by the  Journal of the American Academy of Dermatologyfound that 24% of Americans 
between 18 and 50 are tattooed; that's almost one in four. And the survey showed that about 36% of Americans 
age 18 to 29 have at least one tattoo! 

Make no mistake about it, the tattoo industry is hot property. There are an estimated 20,000+ parlors operating 
in the United States, according to a U.S. News & World Report article, which said, on the average, an 
establishment is being added in the country every day. The article ranked tattooing as the sixth fastest growing 
retail venture of the 1990s, right behind Internet, paging services, bagels, computer and cellular phone service. 

-*-*-*-*-*- 
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Why people get tattoos and how they choose their designs 
From Karen L. Hudson, former About.com Guide 

Filed In: 

1. Tattoos / Body Piercings 
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Tattoos ArtistChoose Our Designs or Your Own. Professional Local Tattooist.tattoostudiocoventry.co.uk 
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Free Tattoo Designs3,000+ Free Tattoo Designs New for Print Out - Free Nowwww.inTattoo.com/tattoo-designs 

Tattoos / Body Piercings Ads 

 Tattoos 

 Pictures of Tattoos 

 Women Tattoo Designs 

 Ideas for Tattoos 

 Cover Up Tattoos 

Most of my articles are for either fans of body art or professionals in the business. This one is for the skeptic that just doesn't understand our love for living 

art. I even have a good friend who, after telling him of my latest tattoo asked, "Girl, why do you do that to yourself?" My reason is simple. I love art - of all 

kinds. When I discovered body art I thought it was the most exotic and beautiful medium I had ever seen. I get my tattoos based around things I love: 

fairies, butterflies, dragons and flowers for the most part. Being one who is actually learning to get into the business of tattooing, my tattoos are special not 

only for the designs, but also for who put them on me. My intentions are to get tattoos from artists around the world that I admire and respect. 

I'm not the only one who has sentimental feelings about my tattoos! Most of us who are true fans of tattoo art put a lot of thought into the art we get. I 

recently received a letter from one of my fellow guides here at About that was such a prime example of this, I just had to share it with you. 

Dawn Marie, our guide to 80's Music, got the above custom tattoo from Steve C. at Electric Dragonland in Hopkins, Minnesota. Here are her reasons for 

the design she chose: 

The Cross: A symbol of her Catholic faith. She says, "Somehow bearing a cross on my spine seemed appropriate." 

The nine stars: Represent the Nine of Pentacles, which is "the tarot card of fruition and seeking and obtaining goals, being disciplined and relying on 

yourself". 

The heart: Symbol of love - self-explanatory, but meaningful nonetheless. 

Zodiac Symbol: Aries, her astrological sign. 

Yours, Yours, Yours: These words inside the ribbon is the title of her favorite Adam Ant song, music from the 80's, of course! 

DMarie: Her nickname. 

This tattoo is one that is a collection of significant and meaningful things in Dawn Marie's life, and she will always hold them dear. Now, she is able to 

display this devotion on her skin for all to see. By understanding Dawn's tattoo, you begin to understand Dawn herself. This one tattoo tells a story about 

her and her life without any words at all. 

This may not have all been apparent at a first glance. Some tattoos have meanings that you will never know by just looking at them. Instead of judging the 

wearer of such a piece of art, ask them why they chose the design they did. You just might come to respect their reasons and have a new appreciation for 

the art as a whole. 

If you happen to be the collector that just walked into a tattoo shop and picked something off the wall without any thought at all as to what you were doing, 

Dawn is a good example you should follow. Tattoos are forever, and if you don't get something close and dear to your heart, you will end up regretting it 

in the future. Take your time to think about what really inspires you and get your tattoos based on these things. You, also, will gain a new appreciation for 

the art you wear. 

Related Articles 

 Re-Emergence - Reader Submissions: My Favorite Tattoo 

 Flash Faux Pas and Tattoo Etiquette - Be Creative and Don't Copy! 

 Tattoos Over 40 - Mature Men and Women Share Their Inky Stories and Picture... 

 Baltimore Ink - Patterns on Bodies 

 Experience - Mai's "Monroe" Piercing and Advice 
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So why do 'normal' people get tattoos? 

 

 

 

By Finlo Rohrer  
BBC News Magazine 

 

Would-be prime ministers' wives have them. Lawyers have them. Doctors have them. So how did tattoos become so acceptable? 

Sailors. Prisoners. Bikers. Tattoos in the Western world were once the mark of the outcast, of the rocker and the rebel - of a certain 

kind of macho culture. 

And yet now when the latest celebrity tattoo is revealed the gist of the discussion is usually an evaluation of the merits of the design, 

of the choice of Sanskrit or Latin script rather than the fact a public figure is displaying a prominent tattoo. 

It's now just an everyday thing. An event like the International London Tattoo Convention 

can attract thousands of punters, queuing round the block to get tattoos and to witness the 

human canvasses covered in eye-wateringly intricate designs. 

Here one can find flaming dragons, vivid carp, stylised 50s pin-up girls and a cornucopia of 

other alternative imagery. And the whole thing is underpinned by a dramatic shift in the status 

of the once-humble tat. 

David Cameron's wife Samantha has attracted a soupcon of aggressive press coverage, over 

her plugging of her stationery firm's products rather than her discreet tattoo of a dolphin on 

her ankle. 

But how did tattoos become all right for "normal" people and, most of all, for women? 

Among the scores of artists at the convention is Alan Dean, 61, from Luton, who has been a 

tattooist since the age of 16. In those days the equipment was all home-made and the ink was 

obtained from art shops in a process of trial and error. He has seen a dramatic change since 

then. 

"Tattooing used to be the preserve of people who were too lazy to work and too scared to steal. 

Nowadays you have got proper artists," he suggests. 

"A lot of people wanted tattoos years ago but they were associated with freaks and prostitutes. 

I get a lot of women coming saying they should have had them 20 years ago." 

As with so many social phenomena, the change in the status of the tattoo has happened 

simultaneously in the UK and US. 

American-born Lynette Blinne took her daughter Kristen to get her first tattoo on her 16th birthday. The then 44-year-old English 

teacher liked the idea so much that she got one on her own birthday, a black cat. 

"It is not considered lowlife as it perhaps was once. Many people are now going for their first tattoo in their 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s," she 

insists. 

 

 

 

Getting ink 

 

Some opt for a tattoo that is easily hidden 
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"Do English teachers do things like this? You'll find they do. You'll find tattoos in accounting and lawyers and every straight-up job. 

It isn't just alternative people." 

A million miles away from the tattoo "addicts" who throng the convention is Grace Sproat, a 

31-year-old GP who is perhaps representative of the new tattoo customer base. She has an 

easily-hidden gecko lizard on her lower back. 

"I still haven't officially told my parents and I got it in 1996, 11 years ago. It was sort of 

rebellious but not really because I could cover it up and no-one would have seen. 

"I just wanted to mark myself out, put something on myself that made me unique." 

Katherine Irwin, associate professor of sociology at the University of Hawaii, has studied the 

cultural significance of the rise of tattooing among mainstream people in the West. 

But she points out that in 19th Century Europe it was 

fashionable among some sections of the upper class to 

have discreet tattoos, of family crests and other 

aristocratic emblems. Tattoos have gone in and out of 

the mainstream, she insists. 

"They became a symbol of working class masculinity. 

Now they are being recrafted into a middle class symbol. 

"They like to play with fringe identities without sacrificing their middle class status. 

They get a tattoo that is thumbing their nose at middle class society in a way that is so 

mainstream that it would be hard to push them out. 

"They don't get anything super-fringe, they weren't doing bloody skull and crossbones." 

At the convention, among the adverts for tools like the "chrome buzzard" and the "cutback 

liner", there is an advertising banner bearing the legend "We Can Make Anyone Look Cool". 

And that is the promise of the tattoo - that the ordinary unadorned stretch of arm or leg or 

stomach will be transformed into a canvas for a statement, either artistic or counter-cultural, 

of cool. 

For the women milling around the convention the most popular explanation of the motive for 

getting a tattoo is about "reasserting control over your own body". In a Western world where 

body image, plastic surgery, anorexia and the depiction of women is a topic of daily debate, 

tattoos represent a different current of thought. 

It is a sentiment that Margot Mifflin, author of Bodies of Subversion: A Secret History of 

Women and Tattoo, believes dates back to the 1980s. 

"In the 1980s it was a real body decade," she says. 

"There was a lot of body anxiety. Women wanted to 

reassert control over their own bodies." 

Christine Whittington, co-author of Body Marks: Tattooing, Piercing, and Scarification, 

got her first tattoo in her 40s and traces the change in tattoos to the rise of proper artists in the 

1970s. "It was moved out of the danger zone," she says. 

But the political thread is still clear at London's convention. Leah Schein, 23, who has a 

tattoo of a Wiccan moon goddess, says: "It's a lot to do with having control over your own 

image and control over your own body." 

Laura, a student nurse, says it is all about the art for tattooed women. "They don't see it as a 

sailor tattoo or slaggish. Our culture has changed." 

 

Lower backs and backs of shoulder are popular for 

women 

 

Ankles are also an option 

 

 

Tattoo fans at the convention 

 

Enlarge Image 

 

 

Singer, ex-model and Blue Peter host daughter 

Sophie Ellis Bextor has one 
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But it certainly seems the case that rather than emblems of feminist struggle many of the 

women who get tattoos seem to opt for what might be seen as traditionally feminine themes. 

Mike Phillips, who runs Reading Ink, says more women than men attend his parlour, but that 

the choices of image are different. 

"Men get bigger stuff though. With women it's stars, flowers, cherubs." 

But for those, both male and female, who are persuaded by the images of tattooed celebrities in 

the media, 60-year-old tattoo-festooned veteran Colin Snow has a warning. 

"Fashions change but tattoos are forever." 

 

Below is a selection of your comments. 

David in London it is not up to you to not employ someone with tattoos as you would be 

discriminating them and that I'm fairly sure is illegal. Get your views up to scratch with the 

21st Century! 

Angela, Oxford 

David London I would consider the fact you are a Senior Executive for a large corporation and the fact you cannot spell Tattoo would 

cost you the respect of co-workers. 

Lee , Littlehampton 

Define "normal" 

Sam, Sussex 

As a tattooed "professional" myself, I am aware of the fact that tattoos are becoming more socially acceptable on one level but I am 

still advised to keep them covered whilst at work. I am in the process of having some large body art done because I want to make a 

statement about my lifestyle choices (I belong to the old school of rockers and rebels - a dying breed). At what point will it become 

non-offensive to have your art on display? When every person over the age of 16 has at least one tattoo? It seems ok to have a cherub 

or Minnie Mouse on display, but not a Chinese dragon crawling up your leg or an alien landscape on your forearm. If tattoos really 

are becoming the "norm" then it's about time we were allowed to truly show them off.  

Kat , Loughton, England 

It's my 40th birthday next month and I'm getting my first tattoo to mark the occasion - a fairy! Not some twee Tinkerbell but a proper 

gothic fairy. It's my body, always has been and if my parents and in-laws don't like it then so what!? By the way, I'm a civil servant. 

Diane 

As Ozzy Osborne once remarked to his daughter Kelly, 'If you want to be different, don't get a tattoo.' 

Robert McCaffrey, Epsom, England 

I've got a number of tattoos and piercing, and I can assure the doubters that I don't have any problem with self esteem, any desire to 

stand out from the crowd, or any need to make an exhibition of myself. All my work is personal to me, and has always been because 

it's something I wanted done, not because of any need to fit in or appear trendy. 

In much the same way as any other decision in life, everyone has their own motivations and reasons for getting tattoos, piercing, 

brandings, scarification or whatever, and it's not fair to tar anyone who's had work done with the same 'freak' brush. Live and let live, 

and don't judge a book by it's (nicely inked) cover. 

Dave Higgins, Crawley, West Sussex 

I can't agree with 'Jon, West Country' statement that only people with low self-esteem get tats. That's the same as saying only bald 

people wear hats. I'm a successful IT consultant, with a great wife and fantastic life and I love tattoo Art!  

Ash, Winchester 

People should really consider carefully about having tattoos - as a senior executive in a very large corporation, I wouldn't employ 

anyone with a visible tattoo. It might be "trendy" but the "stuffy" people still tend to make the big decisions and they still associate 

tattoos with lots of negative views. 

David, London 

I like to be unique, different, special, not a sheep, one of the crowd or a follower of fashion. Hence my decision NOT to copy 

everyone else and jump on the tattoo bandwagon. My body is tattoo free and proud of it! 

Rachel, Devon, UK 

 

Some take their passion for tattoos to extreme 

lengths 



I got my first tattoo 6 years ago at the age of 19 and have since been inked several more times, including having started my left half 

sleeve this week. I get tattooed for various reasons including, as has already been mentioned, taking control over my own body. 

Having been bullied at school for the way I looked, suffered with eating disorders and dealt with self injury, I find that my tattoos 

really do help me to like my body and reclaim something which, for many years, I've hated. My tattoos also have important meanings 

for me, so that not only do they make me feel better about myself physically, they also reaffirm my beliefs and remind me that no 

matter what other people think, at last I'm being really 'me'. 

Bethan Jones, Aberdare, S. Wales 

Years ago, I went to a local body-art parlour for a piercing. While in there, a man came in for a regimental tattoo in memory of his 

father, but halfway through we realised no one was 100% certain how to spell 'airborne' - maybe 'airborne'? Fortunately we hadn't got 

that far and had time to find a dictionary but it reminded me that you live with the good stuff and the mistakes forever. They're not 

something to have on a whim. At least piercings can heal up. 

Donna, Manchester, UK 

Oh, get off your high horse about women having tats, already - loads of cultures have tattooing as part of various life affirming rites 

for men AND women, and just because women in the UK have now joined them doesn't mean all us gals aspire to ape macho bikers, 

or change our gender-specific identity - it has just become part of that identity. Hell, we'll be wearing trousers next! 

Chandra, London 

Tattoos may appear attractive (to those who like them) when they are initially applied but after 30+ years they look blotchy and quite 

ghastly. Any defacing of the body in a permanent manner is clearly undesirable and, whilst I would not advocate it, punk safety pins 

are a lot less damaging in the long term since they can be removed once the wearer matures. The worst tattoos involve the names or 

images of loved ones since, when tastes change, the tattoo remains as a permanent reminder of betrayal or disappointment. 

Morven Hay, London 

I am a 37 year old mother of three children and a magistrate. I work full time in a professional role and currently have five tattoos. 

Two of which take up the majority of my back. Most of the time they are not on display and very few people know about them but 

when the suit comes off there they are. I love them. I would love to take off the suit jacket whilst in court to show the rather large one 

on my right upper arm just to see people's faces as they would never have guessed. 

Julie Adamson, Rotherham, England 

I've wanted a tattoo for years but not yet brave enough to go through with it. The reason being not knowing what degree of pain it 

inflicts upon you so I will have to go on wishing I had one until I pluck up the courage to go through with it! 

Jenny, Caerphilly 

Call me Old fashioned but I think tattoos says more about the person's self-esteem and their own psyche. Basically they have low self-

esteem and don't feel good about themselves. The tattoo is an attempt to solve the problem of self and introspection. Not classy, 

tasteful or fashionable. Sorry! 

Jon, West Country 

I think people get tattoos as they are looking for something new and adventurous in their life, and they think a tattoo will bring that. 

However, most will, in my opinion, regret it, as a tattoo will not bring anything other than a non-removable mark on their person. It 

usually looks like desecration of an otherwise perfectly nice body. 

Sam Davidson 

I have eleven tattoos now and used to have numerous piercings in various places. I also want to be a lecturer and I'm currently 

studying hard for a first-class degree. Tattoos are just a permanent representations of who I am. I change, and then the tattoos are a 

reminder of HOW I change.  

Mel, Wales 

Back in the 60s and 70s, one of the main drawbacks (no pun intended) of tattoos was that, over time, they lost definition and turned 

into dark splodges rather than a piece of art. I would like to know whether this position has changed. Has the industry developed inks 

that will maintain definition and tone over decades? Or is the current generation of tattoo-wearers almost certain to end up sporting 

what looks like a bad birthmark?  

Iain Banks, Surrey, UK 

I am a tattooed woman, and my kind is hardly something new- I've seen photos of women covered in ink from the early 1900s, and 

they're proud of it too. I love that I am decorated- I think of myself as a blank canvas, and intend to decorate what God gave me with 

beautiful colours. 

Faye, Buckinghamshire, UK 

Why oh why do girls feel the need to deface their body by getting a tattoo? There is nothing worse than a pretty looking girl who has 

some tacky looking tattoo etched on their skin. 

Jimi, Glasgow 

Finally some more people are going to notice this social shift. I got my first ink piece when I was 17, I drew it myself, and my parents 

even drove me to the nearest tat artist that I would trust (Hardcore Inks, Dorchester). Since I've had another arm job and currently 

finishing my chest/shoulder piece. I love the fact that tattoos are becoming more acceptable, and think that the only problem is the fact 



that the majority of people go for a 'book' design rather than their own creation. I only hope that in the not too distant future we will 

see the same acceptance come about for piercings and other body mods. 

J, Reading 

I decided to get a tattoo for my 21st birthday, something that was a permanent present from one of my friends. I spent ages choosing 

it. As Colin Snow says in the article "Fashions change but tattoos are forever" I think if you do decide to get one, you have to think 

how it will look on you in 20 years or 30 years time - so avoid cartoon characters and the like! I opted for a lily - the meaning of my 

name...my name isn't going to change so nor will the meaning of my tattoo to me. 

Suzanne, Fife, UK 

I considered getting a tattoo when I was younger but then it occurred to me it was a permanent fashion statement and that in the 

future, unlike a pair of ripped jeans or whatever was fashionable at the time I would not be able to easily take it off. I bet there are a 

few people with their name emblazoned in Chinese on there arm who know exactly what I'm talking about. 

Dean Moran, Manchester 

I've got a small black rose and my back and I'd love to get something on my arms but I work in finance and I'm in my thirties... I just 

know I would get so much hassle if I had a tattoo that could be seen. You can talk all you want about changed attitudes but most 

employers wouldn't let you do it even if you're not in a customer facing role! 

Janet, Leigh on Sea 

The final comment in your article "Fashions change but tattoos are forever" should be a warning to all those contemplating tattoos. 

Even certain celebrities who initially showed their tattoos with pride have since undergone treatment for removal. Old, faded tattoos 

are unattractive and disfiguring. 

Kay Sanders, Huddersfield, UK 

Buying rebellion - there's nothing sadder. 

David, Ely  
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